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Attachment I- Public Comments 

 

Vance Ellett 

 

 

[Wasco County 2040] Submit a Comment 

I was born in The Dalles and have lived in my (our) current house for @ 

5401 Chenoweth Rd for 30 years. Our place is about 360 acres of hills with 

Hay fields and pastures mostly zoned AG. We spent parts of 5 years trying 

unsuccessfully to get a 5 acre parcel ( that was created by Wasco County) 

rezoned to RR 2 1/2 so the 2 tracts could be sold as housing sites. I feel that 

the Wasco County Planning Department did nothing to help us achieve our 

goals. Based on the time and thousands of dollars we wasted on this issue 

(and the fact that I have paid property taxes in Wasco County for 40+ years) 

I have the following recommendations that I would like to see addressed in 

Wasco County 2040: 1) Have the Planning Commission help citizen 

taxpayers achieve owners goals w/ land. 2) Recognize that in the 40 years 

since LCDC was passed that the needs of Oregon has changed and that as a 

State and County, we need to get more housing and get it closer to town. 

When you force people to build 10 miles from Town, you cause more 

"Fragmentation" and loss of wildlife habitat. And even worse, the 

environmental cost to the Planet is 5 or 10 fold because every trip to work, 

to town, to sports, to get groceries takes 5 to 10 times as much fuel and time 

for the 50 to 100 years somebody lives in the house. And loss of wintering 

range and fire fighting issues. 3) Our 5,7 acre tract that we wanted to split in 

2 buildable lots has a well on it, The County will not allow a house to be 

built on the side where the well is. The County should allow Landowners to 

position the buildable footprint adjacent to the existing well. Same amount 

of development just located intelligently. 4) What the County should really 

do is say that the best thing to do in 2020 is divide the 5.7 acres into 2 or 4 

lots and keep that many houses closer to town because people need places to 

live Respectfully Linda and Vance Ellett 5401 Chenoweth Road 

 

 

Would you like to be added to our notification list for news 

and events? 

Yes 

 

28 May 2020 

at 4:18  
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Steve Carlson 

 

 

[Wasco County 2040] Submit a Comment 

I’m frustrated with the forest service and fish and wildlife because you have 

this idea that you can reestablish ancient migration routes from Canada to 

California with very little fact to support it! Just theory! You’ve already shut 

the forest industry down and don’t really appear to care much about the 

property owner! The forest service was given a mandate during the Clinton 

Administration to manage better and they then wrote regulations that control 

with little regard for property owners! You mentioned jobs development in 

your presentation ! Well, maybe restoring the timber industry and towns 

would be a great start! I watched the documentary on OPB regarding 

Wolves and the head guy said, “Well, we didn’t really know how it would 

work out! Now you have a problem in Yellowstone as the wolves have 

decimated the coyote population and the rodent population has exploded 

causing a bison habitat problem as their grass is being eaten by the rodents! 

What you’re doing is similar to what happened to the Kaibab plateau in the 

Grand Canyon when TR made it illegal to hunt the white tail deer! In about 

1929 the deer over populated and ate everything! The carrying capacity of 

the plateau has never recovered! People are tired of “the government “ 

coming in with some theory that may or may not work! Meanwhile, the 

citizen suffers the consequences of your actions and the way leaders in your 

professions are moved around no one is ever responsible! The survey I 

Looked at during the meeting was a joke! Black and white answers out of 

context are worthless and of course you can draw most any conclusions you 

want! I’ve been to many meetings and it’s clear the agencies have their plan 

and will change very little! When I petitioned to have the forest service 

follow ADA, Washington DC said they didn’t have to because ADA “didn’t 

follow their plan!” Just like everything else in government, congress passed 

laws with good intentions and then bias people with their own agendas write 

the regulations! It’s no wonder the rural population is fed up! Nite 

 

 

Would you like to be added to our notification list for news 

and events? 

Yes 

 

4 Mar 2020 at 

3:53 am 
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rom: Elizabeth Turner  
Date: Wed, Mar 4, 2020 at 6:49 AM 
Subject: Re: Fish and wildlife overlay. Planning concerns 
 
 
I hope you understand that if I have to be silent when facts are being misunderstood or 
incorrectly applyed then Im disrespecting thousands of farm families. 
I either have to interrupt the meeting and disrespect them or the people who live here.  
Im going to choose ranchers supported by facts every time. Thats why Im saying give 
us access to the process as citizens advising so we can answer when facts are 
misrepresented.  
I did not hear today that the road department or the county sheriff and others have been 
consulted about supporting a resort. Id like to hear from them.  
I dont think a destination resort belongs here except in far south county.  Dont save 
soneone with money problems and hurt everyone else. Thats how we screwed up the 
Columbia wheat district.  
Thank you 
 

On Tue, Mar 3, 2020, 6:52 PM Elizabeth Turner wrote: 
Take a look at ORS 660 23 which is how we fall under the law for wildlife. 
Under 110 we are allowed to use a safe harbor process instead of just let ODFW do 
their thing. Its mostly recognizing animals on endargered list or threatened. It might help 
us quite a bit with this overlay abd reporting problem. 
I will ask Angie about it. 
Pleaae dont think my intention is to disrespect. But we gained a huge amount of 
knowledge and have to sit in meetings not able to inform of really important things to our 
citizens.  
Soils is a big one. Its not simple at all. There are a number of factors. Juniper flat has 
very unusual soil. We did update some of it before. But to judge it by a map would not 
always reflect its productivity.  
The Dulings Natural Pasture wheat ranch is either under the destination resort overlay 
or very near it. Most successful ranch in south county in wheat. I wanted to remind Chris 
on the commission about that. But I wasnt allowed to. 
There needs to be an educated group just like before. The commission needs that kind 
of input. Its not the same to comment as a rancher rather than a rancher with years of 
planning knowledge. 
Im very pro wildlife. The big issues are probably sprays. If we could reduce chemicals it 
would help all species.  
Please find a way for some more involvement by those trained to navigate the difficult 
areas.  
Thank you 
 

On Tue, Mar 3, 2020, 9:59 AM Elizabeth Turner wrote: 
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Ive been asking farmers questions and getting some response. There appears to be 
action being taken outside fiish and wildlifes overlay at present. Actually telling people 
they cant use their land.  
So by whos authority is that being allowed?? Is our planning office using their 
reccommended ideas outside our approved overlay? Why?   
Im getting copies of the maps today to look closer and to ask for the source of rule that 
allows our people to be hassled outside our approved plan.  
The farmers I talked to said they thought the idea of a destination resort in those 
locations is silly.  What needs addressed is our own citizens options to improve existing 
cities and rural facilities and housing.  Its very similar to cap and trade in that you create 
an elitist society next to a slave society with no rights. Im very against resorts unless we 
address our people. 
Do you know that last time on the ag zone they put in that people owning even 80 acres 
couldnt put an RV on it for the sumner season??? Our group agreed to have it so 
theyvtook them home for the winter. But planning later changed it so it isnt long enough 
for summer season.  
So we have a housing crisis but we penalize people for finding a way to not be 
homeless. Why dont we take a vacant area and license it to park RVs on?  This whole 
agenda is from the same group as cap and trade. The removal of people from areas 
they want no one in. We are in one of tbose.  
I think it would be very wise to hold a hearing or two of your own for people to come talk 
about wildlife over lays and the resort. The planning hearing will be very contentious 
with Thousand Friends and I dont think people will feel they can be heard.  
Alot of people didnt get those post cards. Alot of people have told me they couldnt get to 
the planning comment meetings. Theres a big back lash coming. If you do what you did 
for cap and trade you can diffuse it. I would suggest one be an evening so farmers can 
get in.  
Bottom line we need to better address the real concerns of this counties citizens. 
Theres needed infrastucture and housing to have stable successful farms and 
ranches.  It really is utterly ridiculous that a county with this much rough ground and 
rock piles has one of the most restrictive planning ordinances in the state. Check that 
out. Its a real statistic. 
The old ag group coukd help if you asj them to. 
Thank you 
 

 

Pete Dalke 

 

 

[Wasco County 2040] Submit a Comment 

Thanks for your presentation in Mosier last evening. I am writing to indicate 

full support for including ODFW's habitat maps in the Wasco County 

planning work and comprehensive plan documents. Regards, Pete Dalke 

 

 

28 Feb 2020 

at 3:00 pm 
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Would you like to be added to our notification list for news 

and events? 

Yes 

 

 

 

Elizabeth 

Turner 

 

 

[Wasco County 2040] Submit a Comment 

I left a long comnent but it deleted it. Im against any expansion of wildlife 

overlay. Its a farce and unneeded. Best plan for good wildlife management 

is do a good job on Goal 3 working with a agriculture working group. They 

are the ones taking care of wildlife. The more you restrict their flexibility 

the more you endanger wildlife. All these little zones just restrict their 

ability to survive and to take good care of the land. After 40 years in 

agriculture here I cant tell you what fish and wildlife really does for 

wildlife. As far as survivability of animals its always the ranchers who are 

critical to survival. Anywhere you go where resource ranch managers are 

allowed to be flexible and use their skills to be profitable you will find 

goi2d Wildlife numbers. In sage grouse country for example. The best 

habitat and numbers of grouse is on privately contolled ground. I never 

recived notifacation of these meetings nor did others. Thank you 

 

 

Would you like to be added to our notification list for news 

and events? 

Yes 

 

28 Feb 2020 

at 2:45 

 

On Thu, Feb 27, 2020, 6:05 PM Elizabeth Turner wrote: 
Thank you for respecting all the opinions. I wanted to comment after the fact because it 
was obvious to me that the different view points were heart felt beliefs. 
Disrespecting them today would not help.  Its true many are misinformed. That they 
read the propoganda from leftest enviromental groups. Its become a political weapon 
instead of true science.  
For instance having a warm January. Theres been many warm Januarys and many 
years I lived here we had warm springs and low water for irrigation. I live in a 12 inch 
rainfall area. When we have wet years like the last several we forget our long term 
enviroment. 
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 People would be more aware if our Oregon climate scientist hadnt been fired because 
he used facts that didnt suit the left. 
The long term solution is to get back to facts and real science. The rotation of the earth 
around the sun is the number one indicator of weather.  
To put out facts from resource people who do manage the land well. We have to stop 
thinking our only job is to produce a crop. 
I hope you did pass a agreement that lines up with Rep. Danial Bonham and Senator 
Findley. They are smart reasonable people. What they say about being bullied and the 
danger of the bills I believe is true. I called every GOP Senator a week ago. They were 
trying their best to get reasonable things in the bill. They were not treated fairly. I think 
they have done the only thing they could do to protect us. 
One last comnent on the wildlife overlay planning goal,  I expressed to Steve. I dont 
believe the boundry for game needs extended at all.  Ive lived out in the farm district 
since 1979. I still dont know what good fish and wildlife really do. They have never 
addressed problems or concerns we had. I believe the best thing you can do for wildlife 
is make sure you do a good job with Goal 3 agriculture. Get a working group and let 
them help define what really works. They really are the ones hosting wildlife. How you 
impact them will impact how well they survive and how much they can do for wildlife. 
The profit levels are very low at this point. Its very important how what they need is 
addressed. Several orchards sold out in the last year for example.  
My neighbors the Weimers work so hard. They do a good job. But profits are so tight. I 
feel for them because they are doing everything they can but have no control over the 
price they are paid. 
The fish issues that arose on 15 mile were not farmer mistakes. The one kill event was 
the mistake of fish and wildlife and the watermaster. Into a long stretch of 100 degree 
days, most in a row historically, there was a long holiday weekend. They did not turn 
back the water years to shut off some irrigation prior to vacation. By the end of it was 
too late. Dead fish below Dufur. On my road we saw what was happening and we all 
shut off our water. No dead fish on my road. Just an example.  
 
Than you again.  
Liz Turner 
 

 

Nicole Y Chaisson wordpress@wasco2040.com via a.atomicsites.net  
 

Fri, Feb 14, 
8:39 AM 

  

 
 
 

Name: Nicole Y Chaisson 
 
Comment: I will be at the meetings but I am really worried that you will restrict my F1 and F2 
land use even further. Also the chance that our taxes will rise and different agencies will be 
allowed to have access to my property at any time. 
 
Would you like to be added to our notification list for news and events?: Yes 

https://support.google.com/mail/answer/1311182?hl=en
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